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Future Water Institute 2

Vision: sustainable and resilient water 
futures

Mission: conduct engaged research on 
water sensitive approaches that sustain 

society’s current and future water 
needs



Future Water research institute

• Research Institute
• University of Cape Town
• Relatively new . . .
• Based in EBE . . . But transdisciplinary

• Acknowledges the need understand local values and valuations . . .and 
a diversity of ways of engaging with water

• Works to integrate various local understandings . . . Not just city 
planners and academics/ ‘experts’ . . .
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Addressing diverse relations and values around water

• Focus on people

• Promoting environmental and social justice

• Understanding of how people interact with and value water

• Exploring people’s attitudes and behaviours in relation to 
water 

• Identifying  collaborative ways to encourage citizens to engage 
with water sensitive behaviour

• Exploring and encouraging understanding of the interlinkages 
between water and wellbeing
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“Other ways of knowing”



My work . . . 

• Social/medical/environmental anthropology
• Public health
• Engaged experimental methods . . . .

• Despite being in a TD space – try telling engineers that taps and 
reticulation systems are not that important to people  . . .and that other 
things matter without being able to tell them what those ‘things’ are . . . 

• Out of this need, the Museum of Watery Relations partnered with the 
Water Sensitive Design Community of Practice (www.wsudsa.org) 
partnered to create the Water Map . . . .
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http://www.wsudsa.org


Who?

• A global effort of all kinds of people  . . .

• Two different versions online
• https://www.watermuseums.net/network/
• http://worldwatermuseum.com

• From many places in the world . . .

https://www.watermuseums.net/network/
http://worldwatermuseum.com/


BUT . . . 

• None in South Africa, in fact none, until 2021, in all of Africa . . . Now one 
in Burkina Faso . . . 







What?





World Water vs Water Museum Network

• One is a world museum based in Greece, with moving exhibitions . . .

• The other is all moving exhibitions . . .

• BUT, there are very few contributions from Africa . . .

• So we are making it our own, and redefining



Why?

• To contribute to the world conversation around water . . .

• To share our water stories . . .

• To have our voices and values around water heard . . . 









NOT  JUST WATER SITES OR QUALITY CONCERNS . . 
. 



What might it look like if you mapped your waterworld?
• Thinking through not only the survival aspects of water 

needs

►Where does water create, reinforce, develop, enable 
etc., social relations?

►Where/how/when does 
water factor into livelihoods? 
Into social life? How does it 
function in social relations?

► How might your water worlds be 
similar and different from people 
living Cape Town, or rural 
Limpopo?



EASY FORM TO UPLOAD



Why drawing, mapping and body maps?

• Drawing is a tool everyone can use
• Colonial history, interviews and written words garner distrust
• Literacy levels of participants
• The process of creating the maps, not just the maps themselves are 

important
• Can access the different ways in which people live (in their bodies)
• Uncover unspoken, or modes of understanding beyond 

biomedical/technical sciences
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Mapping – body, collaborative, exploratory . . . 23
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Collecting Water Stories – centering other knowledge/values

• Film
• Narratives/personal histories water focused (Amber’s field-based 

work on COVID hold)
• Water Museum submissions (varied) to the water map
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Film and visual documentary

Films, Music & More
Thursday, Dec. 12th, 6-8pm

Tshisimani Centre for Activist Education, 67-69 Main Road, Mowbray

Join us for a free evening of short films, live music, 

interactive educational games and dialogue!

Explore relationships with waterways across Cape Town with the premiere 

screening of short films by students from the Making Waveforms program offered 

by Rhodes University's Environmental Learning Research Centre (ELRC) in 

collaboration with the University of Cape Town's Future Water Institute. 

Site-specific videos–focused on the Zandvlei, the Liesbeek, the Hout Bay estuary 

and the Khayelitsha wetland–informed by local Knowledge Keepers, explore the 

inteintersections of past, present and diverse perspectives to create new narratives 

that speak to a water sensitive future. This screening will be intermixed with 

interactive presentations and dialogue led by the artists.

Special guest music performance by a "documentary songwriter" from Denmark, 

Martin Høybye, drawing on the themes of water and collaboration. 

                        Refreshments will be provided. All are welcome. 

 



WaterArtsEd and other Collaborations
• Source-to-Sea workshops
• Source-to-sea digitization
• Water stories workshops
• Arts-based approaches to 

research and activism
• Learning/teaching materials 

development support
• . . . .there’s always more . . . .

Source to Sea: A collab. w/ @Careonelove and WaterArtsEds colleagues





Water and Multispecies Relations

Not just cute 
animals, but 
parasites too 
(i.e., malaria)



Questions? Ideas? Intersections? 32



33Thank you for your attention!

Visit www.futurewater.uct.ac.za and  
https://wsudsa.org/water-map/

Or post your water stories to Instagram 
(@futurewateruct), or Facebook and tag us! 

Questions & discussion . . . 

http://www.futurewater.uct.ac.za
https://wsudsa.org/water-map/


END . . . . 34
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Cape Town Museum of Watery Relations – Water Museum

• Engages citizens of South Africa (especially those in Cape Town) 
• Collaboratively developing an online interactive map 
• To develop an understanding of local water users and their perceptions  of 

their water sources

• The map provides an interactive space, where:
• individuals can input your own water sources, and related stories, images, or efforts;
• groups and organizations linked to water can share their projects and network with 

others;
• researchers and funders can begin to understand the water-use and watery 

engagements landscape; and
• we can all come together around the vital resource of water, to better understand our 

watery needs, relations and uses.
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Water Museum . . .cont. . . 
• As part of our efforts to encourage water conscious publics . . .and to begin to 

develop an understanding of local water users and their perceptions of their water 
sources

• Drawing on, for example, see https://www.watermuseums.net/, this project aims to 
provide a repository for submitting water samples, but for now accepts virtual 
submissions (stories/images linked to local water sites) to begin to develop an 
understanding of local water users and their perceptions of their water sources

• Contribute to this global discussion - provide data to create a more complete 
analysis of landscape with regard to water sources

• We aim to map and visually display water sources, while developing wider 
stakeholder engagement in the processes that determine how, when and which 
water sources are used.
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Project origins . . . .engaged methods/materials

• In workshops, engagements, etc . . . asked people to consider their 
waterworlds . . . .and/or to create water-focused body maps . . .

• Materials resulting from workshops . . . Where can they live? 

• Others making use of these materials to analyse watery relations 
(bucket loads of health) sparked idea of this repository . . . 

• What follows is how I present the idea in workshops . . . 
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• Think about your water uses . . .what would your waterworld map look like? 
• it can be a body map, a brain storming, or however you want

• What do you use water for? When do you use water? How?

• What is your water source for each of these uses? 

• Take note and think about relationships that form around water? 

• Think about how this might all connect to your health?

What does your waterworld look like?



So, what is a waterworld?

• The interconnections that water has in society . . . 
• Highly political, social and is an agent (it acts on us)
• Orlove and Caton (2010) suggest that to address considerations of what 

a waterworld is the following must be considered
• Value
• Equity
• Governance
• Politics 
• Knowledge

• What else would you suggest adding here?
• Perhaps . . . . ? NB: Return to this question at the end . . . 
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• ‘Ecologies of wellbeing’ (Cohen 2013)
• Ecologies of wellbeing (Cohen 2013) suggests that people’s health and wellbeing are 

impacted by all the flows of energies, peoples, things that interact on a daily basis

• Waterworlds (Hastrup 2009) or ‘waterscape’ (Strang 2004)

• Relations through water . . . Relations around and of water . . . (Krause and 
Strang) 

Relations and engagements are important. . . 



Thinking through your waterworld?

• Thinking around not only the survival aspects of water needs . . .
• Where does water create, reinforce, develop, enable etc., your social 

relations?
• Where/how/when does water factor into livelihoods? Into social life? How 

does it function in social relations?

• Might these important aspects be difficult to verbalize?
• Rich, visuals sometimes can offer other ways of expressing the more difficult 

to verbalize components of lives/relations/interactions . . . 



Water Caucus 311 Stories; G.Ziervogel & J.Engvist

• Partnership emerging from SenseMaker stories/workshops project (GZ and JE)
• Collab with EMG
• Water Caucus members 
• Uploading to site in progress . . . 
• Themes: Water monitoring device, service delivery

IMBI INTO YOHLUPHEKA – IT’S BAD TO SUFFER (STORY 43)
Apha emva kwendlu kukho i drain emane igqabhuka amanzi agcwale istrato
enevumba elibi babe nabahlali bethi kusakubamnyama bazolahla udoti phezu
kwalodrain hayo kube yoloo nto, thina ke siza kugcamfuza kuloo nto
• Behind the house there is a drain that tends to get blocked, and then water will fill 

the street with bad smell. Also, residents dump their waste in the drain [when it is 
dark], it becomes a situation when we walk on that. (Man, 50-69 years, Site B)
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Example - Water Story: 

IMBI INTO YOHLUPHEKA – IT’S BAD TO SUFFER (STORY 43)

Apha emva kwendlu kukho i drain emane igqabhuka amanzi agcwale
istrato enevumba elibi babe nabahlali bethi kusakubamnyama bazolahla
udoti phezu kwalodrain hayo kube yoloo nto, thina ke siza kugcamfuza

kuloo nto
• Behind the house there is a drain that tends to get blocked, and then 

water will fill the street with bad smell. Also, residents dump their 
waste in the drain [when it is dark], it becomes a situation when we 
walk on that.
• Man, 50-69 years, Site B
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Water Museum and Water Map
• https://wsudsa.org/water-map/
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https://wsudsa.org/water-map/
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Workshops and Engagements 

WaterArtsEd Collaboration  . . .

• World Wetland Day 2019 – role plays and soundscapes @local nature reserve

• Human Rights Day 2019 – water drop drawing and sound dj @Iziko

• World Water Day 2020 – mural/source to sea engagement installation –
postponed due to COVID . . .looking for funding to make digital

• Water Stories workshop – prepped . . . Materials and lesson plans ready, waiting 
for COVID vaccination rollout and workshops to be allowable . . .
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What are we learning . . . 
• Thematic content analysis is useful for all these techniques

• Emergent themes are diverse, and differ from those that emerge in 
conversation . . .

• The methods themselves sometimes force people to think differently 
about a question . . .with water this sometimes influences relations . . .

• The variety of respondents may be wider when there are arts-based 
options for engaging 

• We have a lot more to learn . . . So welcome collaboration, learning across 
contexts . . . 
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